Angel Solis

DO THE RIGHT THING ESSAY/PLAY...

On one cold day in New York City. There was a young boy named Edward. He loved to wear the color red but in New York people with red represented a gang milli bros. But one day edd. Short for Edward walked through the mulli bros territories' and the nulli bros are enemies of the milli bros so he has some thing coming for him ...

EDD: (walking calm through mulli bros territory) hey man
DANY: (mad face) was up cuz you a milli
JUSTIN: (mad) yea we handle our things
JOVAHN: (angry) lets kick him till he rats
EDD: (scared) no why I did not do any thing to you guys please leave me alone
EDD: (starts to walk home)
DANNY, JUSTIN, and JOVAHN: (angry walking towards edd) throwing rocks at the boy saying get ready for the dead leg
EDD: (crying getting mad) leave me alone now im getting angry
DANY: (sarcastic voice) step up cuzz.
EDD: (mad) ok
EDD and DANNY: (fighting)
JOVAHN, JUSTIN: (step in start kneeling his nee) yeah cus you been had been n=mad fake
EDD: (crying) dies

This is a short play of some thing that happened to one of my friends Lance but he got stabbed made it half way to his house then tripped on a stem and died in front of a tree in a park. July, 15,2012 the day I will never forget. That is how violence affected my life. Now a poem about violence.

V: is for void
I: is for integration
O: is for odd
L: is for lack
E: is for expanding
N: is for neglect
C: is for collision
E: is for end

This shows a couple of words that are inside or into the word violence. I have a few messages for bullies. WOW YOU HAVE TO PICK ON A LITTLE BOY/GIRL JUST TO FEEL GOOD WELL WHAT YOU NEED TO DO IS HIT THE BOOKS D GOOD IN LIFE AND SCHOOL BE A GOOD PERSON I WANT YALL TO BULLY THE BAD GRADES MAKE THEM TURN INTO GOOD GRADES B EAT THE A OUT OF AN F. why poor innocent kids getting beat up because a big bad dude wants to because of lack of attention wow nope and try to bully someone your own size huh but no only kids younger or
smaller. Youth violence is caused by bully’s or problems for example for the bully they do not get enough attention at home and for the problem kids might start to be Join gangs at a young age and then the little or teen gang members might fight back ending in a fatal kill and or a death #GODFORBID. I will try to help youth violence because it is bad and I will not want this issue to happened to every one or anyone how would you like it by going to your mom explaining to her the black eye you got. So if I see bullying or youth violence I will stop it and or tell some one.